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Week 1: Buzz Bot Building

Introduction (15 minutes)
Use the first few minutes of Week 1 to introduce students to the concept of
Making and to get them excited about the program and the culminating Maker
Celebration. You should tailor this introduction to your students, but you will
want to touch on the following concepts:
• Structure of the Program
• Explain to students that each week they’ll learn new skills and will
use these skills to create their own design that they will showcase
at a Maker Celebration.
• Making
• Ask students what sorts of things they make. Answers might range
from making art, to making robotics, to simply making a meal. The
important idea here is that everyone is a Maker. You can also ask
students how they make things to get them envisioning the
creativity and critical thinking Makers employ.
• Proper Tool Use
• Differentiate tools from toys and have students agree to respect
each other and the tools in the Maker Space. You can use the
sample Cool Tool Oath as a template for creating your own
agreement.
• This is also a good time to give students a tour of the space and
the materials.
• Circuitry
• Finally, you’ll want to transition this more general discussion to
talking about the theme of the program: circuitry. This can be
done in a playful or humorous way. For example, you could
pretend to use a wooden block as a cell phone. Ask students why
you’re unable to make a call using the block. What’s the difference
between wood and a cell phone? What are they each made out
of? Begin to narrow the discussion to the circuit level. Cell phones
require power and electricity, and circuits are basically loops that
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allow for the flow of electricity. You can write down appropriate
vocabulary words on the board as they are mentioned during the
discussion.
Playful Deconstruction (25 minutes)
In the following activity, students will explore circuits in everyday items by taking
apart small electronics to get a sense of how different parts of the item work
together. The example below is for the deconstruction of a small handheld fan,
but you could use any small electronic device.
Materials:
• Goggles
• Gloves
• Screwdrivers of different types and sizes
• Handheld electric fan for each student
Facilitator Notes:
In the weeks leading up to the program, begin collecting handheld fans or other
small electronic items for students to take apart. Avoid items with glass,
especially televisions. You will need a plan for properly recycling the electronic
waste after the program is over.
Students will be utilizing the components they find during this deconstruction to
create a small “buzz bot” in the next activity. Be sure that students keep track of
the pieces they deconstruct.
Procedure:
Place the tools and handheld fan in front of students and tell the students that
they will be disassembling an electronic item into its component parts to take a
closer look at the parts within.
Before they begin, remind students to use the right tool for the job. For
example, a screwdriver is used for tightening or loosening screws, not for prying
things open. Remind students to be thoughtful about how they are
disassembling the item. Taking a puzzle apart piece by piece is a good analogy
to use here.
As students begin to deconstruct, encourage them to pay close attention to any
circuits they might see.
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After students have had about 15 minutes to work, ask them to put down their
tools and share some of their observations. Where did they notice circuits in
their item? What were the circuits made out of?
To begin the transition to the next activity, have students begin to sort the
pieces of their deconstructed fan. They can group the items however they’d like
(by material, by size, etc.)
Buzz Bots (1 hour)
In this activity, students will explore one application of circuitry by creating
simple moving “buzz bots.”
Materials:
Sample buzz bots (you’ll need to create these)
Each student will need:
• The fan motor and battery that students just deconstructed
OR
•
•

3 volt DC motor with wires attached
1 AA battery

For the class, provide a variety of options for the following:
• Material to connect to the axle of the motor (hot glue stick, eraser, bottle
cap, etc.)
• Material for the body (Students can use the fan body from the fan they
deconstructed or other materials such as a toothbrush head, plastic
spoons, paper cups, etc.)
• Material for the legs (sponges, paper clips, popsicle sticks, etc.)
• Tape, Velcro, and/or hot glue
• Craft materials for decorating (feathers, sequins, adhesive eyes, etc.)
Facilitator Notes:
This type of open-ended activity may be challenging for students. View the
Teacher Support video to see strategies for helping students who might
struggle. Also, you should create sample bots that you can use to help prompt
students if needed. For some examples, see the end of this document.
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Encourage students to experiment with the materials and modify their designs.
Using Velcro or tape instead of hot glue makes it easier for students to modify
as they go along, but hot glue makes for a much sturdier design. If you would
like the bots to last longer, you can make hot glue the only option and stress to
students that they need to make very strong connections between parts to
ensure stability.
If students are not using the motor and battery from the deconstructed fan, they
can use a 3 volt DC motor. Make sure the motor has wire leads attached. Prior
to this activity, you should prepare the motors by stripping the ends of the wires.

Battery pack connected to 3 volt DC motor.
	
  

Left: Motor and battery pack with wires stripped. Right: Close-up of connected wires.
	
  

Battery pack attached to motor.	
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Procedure:
Tell students that now that they have thought about circuits, they will think
about one fun application of circuitry: Buzz Bots. Explain to them that they will
be utilizing the deconstructed fans in addition to supplementary materials to
create their bot. You can show students a few samples to get them thinking, but
encourage them to be creative and not copy the examples.
Before students begin building, briefly review the motor with students. Connect
the battery to the motor and point out that the motor spins evenly. Now attach
the hot glue stick or bottle cap to the axle of the motor and ask students how
the movement changes. (The motor will wobble instead of moving smoothly.)
Ask students why they would want their bot to wobble. Help students
determine that the wobble is what makes the jittering motion that they will need
to make their bots move. Tell students that the unbalanced load will cause
rotational vibration, which causes movement. Ask students where they might
have seen something like this (examples include planes, turbines, etc.)
Now that you have reviewed the motor with students, ask them what other parts
their bots will need (body, legs, etc.). Show students the additional materials
they have to choose from and then let them get to work.
After students have created their bot, they can decorate using the craft
materials.
In the last 10-15 minutes of the activity, students can “battle” in a taped off
square on the floor. Students should place their bots in the “arena” and see
whose bot can keep going the longest without going outside the square.
Documenting Your Work (15 minutes)
Students will document their work by uploading photos to the SMART Lab
website.
Materials:
• Cameras
• Computers
Procedure:
Introduce the SMART Lab website and let students know that each week they
will be responding to a prompt on the site so that students in all participating
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schools can trade ideas. Have students use cameras to document their work as
directed by the prompt and then instruct them to upload the photos to the
SMART Lab website and add in their own captions.
Closing Discussion (5 minutes)
Tell students that next week they will be exploring different types of circuits and
making Squishy Dough Circuits. It is important that students return for week
two, so make sure you get them excited about next week’s activities.
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Buzz Bot Examples

	
  
You can use the following examples of Buzz Bots for your own inspiration to
create samples to show students. Take note of the various materials used to
create the unbalanced load to make the bot wobble (eraser, bottle cap, etc).
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